
Library Proposal
Cristo Salvador School

Leon, Nicaragua

Creating a culture of reading, one library at a time!

The urban school of Cristo Salvador is extremely 
overcrowded, forcing teachers to move their library books 
into a poorly lit closet-like room to make space for students.
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Cristo Salvador Library
Cristo Salvador School is located on the outskirts 
of Leon, about 15 minutes from the city centre. 
This school serves a densely populated and 
impoverished community, with at least 1,000 
families residing in the area around the school. 

Most of the classrooms at Cristo Salvador were 
built over 25 years ago and are over-capacity. With 
growing enrollment at the school, the classrooms 

have to be used in two shifts (morning and afternoon) to ensure 
that all the children have the chance to get an education.  

Cristo Salvador used to have a library, but because of overcrowding 
the building had to be repurposed into a classroom. Only a very 
small closet-like area was sectioned-off to store the school’s outdated 
reading materials and text books. 

The small library area (pictured to the left) has no windows. It is so 
dark that teachers have to use a flashlight when they go inside to 
retrieve books. The shelving is also in very bad condition, and poor 
ventilation coupled with high humidity is causing the books to 
rapidly deteriorate. 

Most parents in this community work in nearby factories. When 
children are not in school, they typically help their families by selling 
fruits and vegetables in the street in order to make some extra income. 
Life is not easy, but everyone is optimistic that education will lead to a 
better future for the next generation.

The children at Cristo Salvador love to read and learn. A new library 
would equip them with the tools they need to improve their literacy, 
and inspire them to dream big!

For more info:  schoolbox.ca/projects2018
or contact Jon: jon@schoolbox.ca

Donate: online at schoolbox.ca/projects2018
or by mail to SchoolBOX 

PO BOX 201, Mill St. Almonte, ON, K0A 1A0

Project Cost:
$42,937 USD

Project Breakdown:

$24,187- Library Classroom

$15,000 - Books & Resources

$3,750 - Shelving & Furniture

School Statistics:

Primary Students (K- Gr 6): 820

Primary Teachers: 29

Community Statistics:

1,000+ families

Avg 3 children per family

Avg Family Salary: $130 US/mth


